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Abstract  
 

Companies in the same supply chain influence each other, so 

sharing information enables more efficient supply chain 

management. An efficient supply chain must have a symmetry 

of information between participating entities, but in reality, the 

information is asymmetric, causing problems. The sustainability 

of the supply chain continues to be threatened because 

companies are reluctant to disclose information to others. If 

companies participating in the supply chain do not disclose 

accurate information, the next best way to improve the 

sustainability of the supply chain is to use data from the supply 

chain to determine each enterprise’s information. This study 

takes data from the supply chain and then uses machine learning 

algorithms to find which enterprise the data refer to when new 

data from unknown sources arise. The machine learning 

algorithms used are logistic regression, random forest, naive 

Bayes, decision tree, support vector machine, k-nearest 

neighbor, and multi-layer perceptron. Indicators for evaluating 

the performance of multi-class classification machine learning 

methods are accuracy, confusion matrix, precision, recall, and 

F1-score. The experimental results showed that LR and MLP 

accurately predicted companies (tiers), but NB, DT, RF, SVM, 

and K-NN did not accurately predict companies. In addition, the 

performance similarity of machine learning algorithms through 

experiments was classified into LR and MLP groups, NB and 

DT groups, and RF, SVM, and K-NN groups. 
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Machine Learning; Supply Chain; Sustainability; Multi-Class 

Classification; Symmetry 

 

Introduction  
 

Because various companies participate in the supply chain and 

the environments of these companies are different, complex and 

diverse situations occur in the supply chain. Although there are 

many ways to alleviate problems such as the bullwhip effect 

occurring in the supply chain, the most representative method is 
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to activate information sharing among companies participating 

in the supply chain [1]. Information sharing in the supply chain 

is very important, and information sharing between companies 

and information sharing with customers has a positive 

relationship with the performance of the supply chain [2]. 

Supply chain practice and information sharing affect the supply 

chain management environment, and in particular, the level of 

information sharing has more influence on supply chain 

management than supply chain practice [3]. The basic principle 

of supply chain management is to improve the efficiency of the 

supply chain by maintaining sustainable relationships between 

companies, and the quality of information shared between 

companies has a positive effect on the sustainability of the 

supply chain regardless of the nationality of the company [4]. In 

addition, the supply chain model needs to be symmetrically and 

harmoniously constructed by all participating entities to pursue 

the overall optimization of the supply chain. 

 

Companies participating in the supply chain also know that 

sharing information among companies increases the 

transparency of the supply chain and makes it easier to respond 

to volatility, but as competition intensifies, information sharing 

among companies in the supply chain is not smooth. 

 

Therefore, this study intends to cope with the situation when 

information is not disclosed by utilizing previously disclosed 

information in case the information is not disclosed due to 

intensifying competition among companies. One of the ways to 

prepare for undisclosed situations by using publicly available 

information in the supply chain is to learn the publicly available 

information, retain it as knowledge, and use it in an undisclosed 

situation. One of the methods applicable in this case is machine 

learning [5]. 

 

Machine learning is a sub-class of artificial intelligence, which 

refers to the broad field of creating intelligent machines, that is 

based on self-learning algorithms that allow these systems to 

learn through experience [6,7]. 
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Looking at the studies applying machine learning to the supply 

chain, Sang [8] explained the genetic algorithm combined with 

the SVM and the BP neural network to assess the credit risk of 

the supply chain of the finance industry considering information 

sharing and proposed that the BP neural network had a better 

classification accuracy than the SVM. Malviya et al. [9] used 

machine learning algorithms (artificial neural network, random 

tree, logistic regression, c5.0, Bayesian network, support vector 

machine, and discriminant analysis) to solve supply chain 

shortages or backorder problems, and through the method the 

back order was predicted and a feasible backorder scenario was 

presented. Baryannis et al. [10] presented a supply chain risk 

prediction framework by applying machine learning techniques 

to supply chain risk management. Abbasi et al. [11] applied 

machine learning to solve large operational optimization 

problems in blood supply chain management and also explained 

that the use of machine learning can improve operational 

decisions because optimization models are computationally 

expensive and are thus often impracticable for routine 

operational decisions in organizations such as nonprofit or small 

and medium-sized enterprises. Huang and Wang [12] explained 

that integrating information sharing and learning effects in the 

supply chain plays an important role in determining the 

efficiency and benefits of the supply chain. Carbonneau et al. 

[13] explained that there cannot be full demand information 

because full collaboration of supply chains is not possible, but 

demand needs to be predicted. They applied a neural network, 

recurrent neural network, and support vector machine for 

demand prediction and suggested that RNN and SVM perform 

better compared to naïve forecasting, trending, moving average, 

and linear regression, but the prediction accuracy of regression 

models is statistically more significant than other techniques. 

 

Studies applying machine learning to supply chains have mainly 

been applied to supply chain prediction, such as credit risk 

prediction evaluation of supply chains [8], loss prediction [9], 

establishment of forecasting framework [10], operational 

decision making [11], and demand prediction [13]. 
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Additional recent studies related to the supply chain are as 

follows. Nurhayati and Purnomo [14] explained that the supply 

chain should be integrated in the direction of mitigating negative 

influencing factors and utilizing positive influencing factors. 

Rasmussen et al. [15] used geographic information to optimize 

the operation and management of enterprises and showed that 

this method is effective for supply chain logistics of SMEs. Liu 

and Li [16] used blockchain technology in the supply chain and 

suggested that blockchain technology can improve the efficiency 

of the supply chain while securing the reliability of information 

to correct abnormal data in the supply chain. Loi et al. [17] used 

an integrated approach including a fuzzy interpretation structure 

model (FISM), fuzzy cross-impact matrix multiplication applied 

to classification (FMICMAC) analysis, and fuzzy analytic 

hierarchy process (FAHP) to the rice supply chain and explained 

that the logistics activities of the supply chain are improved 

through their use. Sakai [18] proposed an integrated human 

management system for the strategic operation of global 

production to realize “simultaneous start-up and same quality” 

around the world and proved its efficiency by applying it in the 

field. 

 

As described above, studies that applied machine learning to the 

supply chain mainly focused on predicting the supply chain. 

However, one of the best ways to increase efficiency while 

eliminating supply chain uncertainty is to share information 

among companies participating in the supply chain, but 

companies participating in the supply chain do not want to share 

it with other companies as competition intensifies. However, in 

order to achieve the overall optimization of the supply chain, the 

supply chain manager must find a company (or tier) that is the 

source of the information generated, even if information is not 

shared among the companies participating in the supply chain. 

Therefore, this study applies machine learning and analyzes the 

results in order to find a company that is the source of 

information generated in the supply chain. It also assesses 

whether the algorithms can be distinguished through the results 

of comparing the performance of the applied machine learning 

algorithms. 
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Methodology  
Study Area  
 

The supply chain model targeted in this study consists of a 

manufacturer, distributor, wholesaler, and retailer, as shown in 

Figure 1, and receives orders from the customer. 

 

 
 
Figure 1: Supply chain model. 

 

Customer demand in the supply chain model (Figure 1) assumes 

stochastic demand instead of deterministic demand considering 

the realities of the supply chain. Thus, customer demand 

assumes the AR(1) model, expressed by Equation (1): 

 

𝐷𝑡 = 𝜇 + 𝜌𝐷𝑡−1 + 𝜖𝑡, |𝜌| < 1                          (1) 

 

𝐷𝑡 is the demand at time t, 𝜇 is a non-negative constant, 𝜖𝑡 is an 

independent and uniformly distributed error term with mean 0 

and variance 𝜎2, and 𝜌 is the first-order autocorrelation 

coefficient. 𝜎 and 𝜌 in Equation (1) affect the customer demand 

process. 𝜌 stands for the trend of customer demand and shows 

the correlation of demand over the entire time period, and 𝜎 

stands for the degree of demand fluctuation and explains the 

variance of demand [19,20]. 

 

In Figure 1, the expected demand (𝐸𝐷𝑡) of tiers (Manufacturer, 

Distributor, Wholesaler, and Retailer) at time t consists of the sum 
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of the expected demand (𝐸𝐷𝑡−1) and the incoming order (𝐼𝑂𝑡−1) at 

time t − 1 from the downstream tier. This is expressed by Equation  

(2): 

 

𝐸𝐷𝑡 = 𝜃 ∙ 𝐸𝐷𝑡−1 + (1 − 𝜃) ∙ 𝐼𝑂𝑡−1             (2) 

 

where, 𝜃 (0 ≤ 𝜃 ≤ 1) is the relative weight between the 

incoming order and the expected demand. In Equation (2), if 

𝜃 = 0, the expected demand is not typically reflected, but only 

the actual incoming order is reflected. If 𝜃 = 1, the actual 

incoming order is not reflected at all, but only the expected 

demand. Therefore, 𝜃 (0 ≤ 𝜃 ≤ 1) is appropriately set and used 

to reflect both the expected demand and incoming order. 

 

To manage the performance of the supply chain, the total 

inventory cost (TIC) and order fill rate (OFR) of the supply 

chain are used, and the equations for calculating the total 

inventory cost and order fill rate are expressed in Equations (3) 

and (4) [1]: 

 

𝑇𝐼𝐶 = ∑ (𝑆𝐶(∑ 𝐴𝑆𝑡,𝑖
𝑚
𝑖=1 ) + 𝐼𝐻𝐶(∑ 𝐼𝑁𝑉𝑡,𝑖

𝑚
𝑖=1 ))𝑛

𝑡=1                  (3) 

 

 

𝑂𝐹𝑅 = ∑ 𝑂𝐹𝑅𝑖 𝑚⁄𝑚
𝑖=1                (4) 

 

TIC is composed of the total of the inventory holding cost (IHC) 

and the shortage cost (SC) for time t (t = 1, …, n) at tier i (i = 1, 

…, m). SC is supposed to be higher than IHC, because a 

shortage causes not only loss of sales opportunities but also loss 

of reliability for tiers. 𝐴𝑆𝑡,𝑖 is the sum of shortage and 𝐼𝑁𝑉𝑡,𝑖 is 

the sum of inventory at time t in tier i. OFR in the supply chain 

is explained by dividing the sum of 𝑂𝐹𝑅𝑖 (i = 1, …, m) by the 

number of tiers (m) [1]. 

 

For overall optimization, TIC of the supply chain should be 

minimized and OFR should be maximized, so the objective 

functions for supply chain optimization are expressed in 

Equations (5) and (6): 

Minimize ∑ (𝑆𝐶(∑ 𝐴𝑆𝑡,𝑖
𝑚
𝑖=1 ) + 𝐼𝐻𝐶(∑ 𝐼𝑁𝑉𝑡,𝑖

𝑚
𝑖=1 ))𝑛

𝑡=1            (5) 
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Maximize ∑ 𝑂𝐹𝑅𝑖 𝑚⁄𝑚
𝑖=1              (6) 

 

Data required for machine learning are collected for all four 

sequences (Manufacturer, Distributor, Wholesaler, and Retailer) 

because each tier is represented as a sequence. For each 

sequence, it is assumed that the average (𝜇) is 100, the customer 

demand fluctuation (𝜎) is 10, and the 𝜌 value representing the 

demand trend is −0.6. The inventory information of each tier is 

collected and used as learning and verification data for machine 

learning. It is assumed that the total data collection period is 600 

weeks. 

 

Machine Learning Algorithms  
 

Machine learning, a field of artificial intelligence, is a 

methodology that extracts prediction, judgment, and knowledge 

using a model learned using a large number of data [21,22]. 

Machine learning is divided into supervised learning, 

unsupervised learning, and reinforcement learning [23]. In 

addition, the classification of machine learning is divided into 

binary, multi-class, multi-labelled, and hierarchical tasks [24]. 

This study belongs to a classification problem that finds the 

source of information by using previously known information in 

the supply chain, and, in particular, belongs to a multi-

classification problem because the supply chain has multiple 

tiers. In addition, it belongs to supervised learning because the 

result value of the input data can be used for learning. 

 

Machine learning algorithms are diverse [25]. This work uses 

logistic regression (LR), random forest (RF), naive Bayes (NB), 

decision tree (DT), support vector machine (SVM), k-nearest 

neighbor (K-NN), and multi-layer perceptron (MLP) to evaluate 

multi-class machine learning algorithms [21,23,26,27]. 

 

Logistic regression is a supervised learning algorithm that 

predicts the probability of data belonging to a particular category 

by a value between 0 and 1, and classifies it by probability to 

belong to a more likely category [21]. Logistic regression 

initializes the coefficient and intercept of each feature to zero, 
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multiplies the value of each feature by the coefficient to obtain 

the log-odds value, and then puts it in a sigmoid function to 

obtain a probability between 0 and 1. 

 

Random forest is an ensemble machine learning model, and it is 

an algorithm that outputs classification or prediction values from 

multiple decision trees created during the training process [21]. 

Decision tree means a tree for making a decision. Because it 

uses a hierarchical approach, if an error occurs in the middle, it 

has the disadvantage of continuing to pass the error to the next 

stage. The bagging (or bootstrap aggregating) or randomized 

node optimization technique is used to overcome this [28]. 

 

Naive Bayes is an algorithm that uses the Bayesian theorem to 

determine which class of measurements should be included 

when they have various properties, and is a conditional 

probability model [27]. Naive Bayes algorithm has the 

advantage of being easy to create, useful for large datasets, and 

working well in complex environments such as real-world 

situations, despite simple design and assumptions. 

 

Decision tree is widely used in classification and regression, and 

it is a predictive model that connects the observation values and 

target values of items [23,26]. Decision tree divides the data into 

‘yes’ or ‘no’ for a specific question and divides the variable area 

into two at each branch. Decision tree puts the correct answer in 

a square box and calls it a node. The first question is called a 

root node, and the last node is called a terminal node. Decision 

Tree uses a pruning technique to prevent overfitting because 

overfitting is common when there are too many branches in the 

tree. 

 

Support vector machine is a supervised learning model used for 

classification and regression analysis [29], and an algorithm to 

find decision boundaries that maximize margins while reducing 

classification errors. The training data closest to the decision 

boundary are called support vector [26]. Support vector machine 

is a non-stochastic, linear classification model that determines 

which category new data is included in when data is divided into 

categories and consists of a data set, but it can also be used for 
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non-linear classification. When Support Vector Machine is used 

for nonlinear classification, it is necessary to map data into a 

high-dimensional feature space, and a kernel trick is used to do 

this task efficiently. 

 

K-nearest neighbor is a nonparametric method used for 

classification and regression [30]. It is an algorithm that 

classifies by referring to ‘k’ data labels with the closest distance 

from a particular datum and uses Euclidean distance to measure 

the distance between the data. K-nearest neighbor has the 

advantage of being easy to use because of its simple algorithm, 

but it has the disadvantage of lowering the classification speed 

as the amount of computation increases as the amount of data 

increases. When applying the k-nearest neighbor algorithm, it is 

necessary to normalize the data and to specify the number of k 

as an odd number to prevent a tie situation [26]. 

 

Multi-layer perceptron is a feed-forward neural network model 

consisting of an input layer, a hidden layer, and an output layer 

[23,26]. That is, the input value enters the input layer, the 

weights are given in the hidden layer, and the output layer gives 

the result value. If there are two or more hidden layers, more 

accurate prediction than a machine learning algorithm is possible 

[31]. Multi-layer perceptron refers to perceptron with more than 

one hidden layer. When the number of hidden layers is more 

than two it is called a deep neural network (DNN), and the 

learning process of a deep neural network is called deep learning 

(DL). To solve the gradient loss problem arising from multi-

layer perceptron, deep learning uses reLU instead of tanh as an 

activation function [26]. 

 

Performance Measurement of Machine Learning 

Algorithms  
 

There are various methods for evaluating the performance of 

multi-class classification machine learning algorithms [24], and 

this work uses accuracy, confusion matrix, precision, recall (or 

true positive rate), and F1-score as performance evaluation 

methods for multi-class classification machine learning 

algorithms [24,32]. 
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The symbols used in performance evaluation algorithms is 

described below. Where 𝑙 means the total number of classes, and 

𝐶𝑖 means the ith class. 𝑇𝑃𝑖 means to accurately predict the true 

as true (true positive) in the ith class, and 𝑇𝑁𝑖 means to 

accurately predict the false as false (true negative) in the ith 

class. 𝐹𝑃𝑖 means to incorrectly predict the false as true (false 

positive) in the ith class, and 𝐹𝑁𝑖  means to incorrectly predict 

the true as false (false negative) in the ith class [24]. 

 

Accuracy refers to the ratio of the number of correctly predicted 

samples among all samples. The higher the value, the better the 

model, and the accuracy is expressed by Equation (7): 

 

Accuracy = 
∑

𝑇𝑃𝑖+𝑇𝑁𝑖
𝑇𝑃𝑖+𝑇𝑁𝑖+𝐹𝑃𝑖+𝐹𝑁𝑖

𝑙
𝑖=1

𝑙
                      (7) 

 

Confusion matrix means how much the result value of the 

verification data matches the predicted result value. The 

verification data are displayed in a row and prediction data in a 

column. 

 

Precision refers to the ratio of the number of samples that are 

actually included in a positive class, with the output being 

included in the positive class. The higher the precision, the better 

the model, and the basic formula is expressed by Equation (8): 

 

Confusion Matrix = 
∑ 𝑇𝑃𝑖

𝑙
𝑖=1

∑ (𝑇𝑃𝑖+𝐹𝑃𝑖)𝑙
𝑖=1

            (8) 

 

Recall refers to the ratio of the number of samples that actually 

belong to the positive class among the samples included in the 

positive class. Recall is also called Sensitivity. The higher the 

recall, the better the model, and the formula is expressed by 

Equation (9). 

 

Recall = 
∑ 𝑇𝑃𝑖

𝑙
𝑖=1

∑ (𝑇𝑃𝑖+𝐹𝑁𝑖)𝑙
𝑖=1

             (9) 

F-score means a weighted harmonic average of precision and 

recall, and the weight given to precision is called beta. The F1-
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score means that beta is 1, and the higher the value, the better 

the model, and the formula is described as Equation (10): 

 

Recall = 
2∙𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛∙𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛+𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
            (10) 

 

Data Collection  
 

The data used for machine learning use order information of 

manufacturer, distributor, wholesaler, and retailer included in the 

supply chain model in Figure 1. By a customer order assuming 

AR(1), the sum of the customer order quantity and the predicted 

order quantity to prevent backlog is sequentially requested from 

the retailer → wholesaler → distributor → manufacturer, and the 

produced order quantity is delivered by the manufacturer → 

distributor → wholesaler → retailer and delivered to the final 

customer. Figure 2 shows an example of the trend of change for 

three sets of order data for manufacturer, distributor, wholesaler, 

and retailer. 

 

The order data of the supply chain tiers shown in Figure 2 shows 

different data characteristics for each tier. Therefore, if the 

machine learning multi-class discrimination classification 

algorithms presented in this study are applied, it is predicted that 

the tier that the collected data refers to can be determined. 

 

The learning data used for the training of machine learning 

algorithms are assumed to be operated by four tiers in the supply 

chain for 600 weeks, obtained by performing 40 simulation runs, 

and consists of 96,000 (4 tiers × 40 sets × 600 weeks) ordered 

data. 

 

Validation data are data obtained by performing 169 simulations 

in the same environment with the same supply chain model 

(Figure 2), from which training data are obtained, consisting of a 

total of 405,600 (4 tiers × 169 sets × 600 weeks) ordered data 

requested by manufacturer–retailer. 
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Figure 2: Training data sets (manufacturer, distributor, wholesaler, and 

retailer) of supply chain model. 

 

The multi-classification machine learning algorithms used in this 

study are modeled using library functions supported by Python’s 

scikit-learn [9]. Table 1 shows the values of hyperparameters 

used in the machine learning algorithms. 

 
Table 1: The hyperparameters in the machine learning algorithms. 

 

Algorithm Hyperparameter Value 

Logistic Regression 

[33] 

solver lbfgs 

penalty l2 

tol 1 × 10−4 

fit_intercept true 

intercept_scaling 1 

verbose 0 

Naive Bayes [34] var_smoothing 1 × 10−9 

Decision Tree [35] criterion gini 

splitter best 

max_depth, max_features, 

random_state 

none 

min_samples_split 2 

min_samples_leaf 1 

min_weight_fraction_leaf 0 

Random Forest [36] n_estimator 100 

max_features auto 

max_depth  2 

max_leaf_nodes, 

min_impurity_split 

none 

min_samples_leaf 1 
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min_samples_split 2 

verbose, 

min_weight_fraction_leaf, 

min_impurity_decrease 

0 

Support Vector 

Machine [37] 

kernel linear 

degree 3 

gamma scale 

C 1 

tol 1 × 10−3 

coef0 0 

shrinking true 

probability false 

K-Nearest Neighbor 

[38] 

n_neighbors 3 

weights uniform 

algorithm auto 

leaf_size 30 

p 2 

metric minkowski 

Multi-Layer Perceptron 

[39] 

solver adam 

hidden_layer_sizes (1,000,600) 

activation tanh, reLU 

lr 0.1 

beta_1 0.9 

beta_2 0.999 

epsilon 1 × 10−8 

decay 0 

metrics accuracy 

batch_size 5 

max_iter 100 

 

Results and Discussion  
 

In this study, assuming that customer demand follows the AR(1) 

model, a machine learning algorithm was used to determine the 

tier that the order data of unknown origin refer to in the supply 

chain model consisting of manufacturer, distributor, wholesaler, 

and retailer. The machine learning algorithms used were logistic 

regression, naive bayes, decision tree, random forest, support 

vector machine, K-nearest neighbor, and multi-layer perceptron, 

and the obtained results were compared. 

 

First, the accuracy of the machine learning algorithms for tier 

determination of the supply chain is shown in Table 2. LR and 
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MLP have the highest accuracy of 100%, RF is 94.8%, K-NN is 

89.2%, SVM is 85.5%, and NB and DT are the lowest at 83.9%. 

 
Table 2: Prediction accuracy results of machine learning algorithms. 

 
Algorithm Accuracy 

Logistic Regression 100% 

Naive Bayes 83.9% 

Decision Tree 83.9% 

Random Forest 94.8% 

Support Vector Machine 85.5% 

K-Nearest Neighbor 89.2% 

Multi-Layer Perceptron 100% 

 

Second, the classification result table comparing the original 

result value and the predicted result value of the verification data 

is shown in Table 3. Since LR and MLP have 100% accuracy, 

the values in the classification result table also accurately judge 

manufacturer (M), distributor (D), wholesaler (W), and retailer 

(R). Because the other machine learning methods except LR and 

MLP did not reach 100% accuracy, this paper checks which tiers 

were not accurately identified through the classification result 

table. All machine learning methods correctly discriminated D 

and R regardless of accuracy, but the methods except LR and 

MPL did not accurately discriminate M and W. In particular, NB 

and DT had the highest rate of misjudging M as D at 64.5% 

(109/169), while SVM and K-NN were not as high as NB and 

DT but reached 29% (49/169) and 14.2% (24/169), respectively. 

In RF, the rate of misjudging M as D was very low at 0.01% 

(1/169). In addition, RF, SVM, and K-NN showed high rates of 

erroneously discriminating W as D at 20.1% (34/169), 29% 

(49/169), and 29% (49/169), respectively. Summarizing the 

results presented in the classification result table, NB and DT 

had a high rate of erroneously discriminating M as D, and SVM 

and K-NN had a high rate of erroneously discriminating W as D. 

Summarizing the results, it can be seen that the discrimination 

errors of machine learning algorithms are greatly affected by a 

specific data set, such as erroneously discriminating M as D or 

W as D. 
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Table 3: Confusion matrix of machine learning algorithms. 

 

Tier Algorithm Tier 

M D R W 

M LR 169 0 0 0 

NB 60 109 0 0 

DT 60 109 0 0 

RF 168 1 0 0 

SVM 120 49 0 0 

K-NN 145 24 0 0 

MLP 169 0 0 0 

D LR 0 169 0 0 

NB 

DT 

RF 

SVM 

K-NN 

MLP 

W LR 0 0 0 169 

NB 0 0 0 169 

DT 0 0 0 169 

RF 0 34 0 135 

SVM 0 49 0 120 

K-NN 0 49 0 120 

MLP 0 0 0 169 

R LR 0 0 169 0 

NB 

DT 

RF 

SVM 

K-NN 

MLP 

 

Table 4 describes the precision, recall, and F1-score obtained 

when determining tiers by applying machine learning 

algorithms. Since LR and MLP have an accuracy of 1, the 

precision, recall, and F1-score of all tiers are 1. NB and DT had 

the same accuracy as 0.839, and since the precision, recall, and 

F1-score of the tiers all had the same value, it is judged that they 

show the same performance. RF shows accuracy 1 only in 

Retailer, and the other tiers show differences in precision, recall, 

and F1-score. It can be seen that SVM has an accuracy of 1 only 

in retailer, and the other tiers perform worse than the values of 

precision, recall, and F1-score in RF. It can be seen that K-NN 

has an accuracy of 1 only in retailer, and the other tiers have 
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better performance than the SVM, although the values of 

precision, recall, and F1-score are worse than RF. Macro avg. in 

Table 4 means simple average values of precision, recall, and 

F1-score for all tiers. 

 
Table 4: Precision, recall, and F1-score of the machine learning algorithms. 

 
Algorithm Tier Precision Recall F1-Score 

LR & MLP M 1.0 1.0 1.0 

D 1.0 1.0 1.0 

R 1.0 1.0 1.0 

W 1.0 1.0 1.0 

Macro avg. 1.0 1.0 1.0 

NB & DT M 1.0 0.36 0.52 

D 0.61 1.0 0.76 

R 1.0 1.0 1.0 

W 1.0 1.0 1.0 

Macro avg. 0.9 0.84 0.82 

RF M 1 0.99 1 

D 0.83 1.0 0.91 

R 1 1 1 

W 1 0.8 0.89 

Macro avg. 0.96 0.95 0.95 

SVM M 1 0.71 0.83 

D 0.63 1 0.78 

R 1 1 1 

W 1 0.71 0.83 

Macro avg. 0.91 0.86 0.86 

K-NN M 1 0.86 0.92 

D 0.7 1 0.82 

R 1 1 1 

W 1 0.71 0.83 

Macro avg. 0.92 0.89 0.89 

 

Among the seven machine learning algorithms used in the 

verification process, five algorithms (all except LR and MLP) 

had discriminant errors in some cases, so the discrimination 

accuracy did not reach 100%. This phenomenon means that it is 

not easy to completely solve over-fitting and under-fitting 

problems in the training process of data, and it is difficult to find 

data and setting methods that can simultaneously satisfy various 

machine learning algorithms. In other words, classification 

algorithms must meet the generalization that must fit well not 
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only with learning data, but also with verification data. This is 

not easy, and therefore various additional studies are necessary. 

 

Conclusions  
 

This study tried to manage the volatility of the supply chain by 

analyzing the data generated in the supply chain using a machine 

learning algorithm to secure the sustainability of the supply 

chain model consisting of manufacturers, distributors, 

wholesalers, and retailers. This work assumed that customer 

demand follows AR(1), used order information as learning data 

to find the tier the data describes, and analyzed the results using 

machine learning algorithms (LR, NB, DT, RF, SVM, K-NN, 

MLP). 

 

In the analysis that appeared after the machine learning 

algorithms were applied, all seven applied machine learning 

algorithms predicted distributor and retailer as one tier, and the 

results were also accurately determined. However, a difference 

occurred when the applied machine learning algorithms 

discriminated the manufacturer and wholesaler tiers. LR and 

MLP predicted one tier and accurately discriminated the results, 

but the other five machine learning algorithms (NB, DT, RF, 

SVM, and K-NN) had performance differences. The probability 

of misjudging manufacturer as distributor was 64.5% (109/169) 

for NB and DT, 29% (49/169) for SVM, 14.2% (24/169) for K-

NN, and 0.01% (1/169) for RF. The probability of misjudging a 

wholesaler as a distributor was the same for SVM and K-NN at 

29% (49/169), RF at 20.1% (34/169), and the remaining four 

machine learning algorithms (LR, NB, DT, MLP) accurately 

identified each case. The performance similarity of machine 

learning algorithms through experiments was classified into LR 

and MLP groups, NB and DT groups, and RF, SVM, and K-NN 

groups. 

 

In conclusion, the tier discrimination of the supply chain has 

been accurately predicted (distributor, retailer) or not accurately 

predicted (manufacturer, wholesaler) depending on the 

characteristics of the data describing each tier. In addition, it was 

found that the machine learning algorithms applied for tier 
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discrimination are grouped into algorithms showing similar 

performance. 

 

In order to accurately understand the exact meaning of the data 

generated in the supply chain and the source of the data, the 

number of data collected must be large and the quality of 

information obtained using the data must be high. However, in 

reality, it is difficult to obtain data that satisfy both of these 

conditions. In addition, the data of the supply chain used in this 

study have the limitation that the theoretical data collected are 

used to assume that the customer demand, not data from the 

actual field, follows AR(1). 

 

Data generated in a supply chain can be collected only within a 

limited range and the amount of data collected is limited, so it is 

necessary to increase the prediction accuracy of machine 

learning algorithms by collecting a lot of data and efficiently 

preprocessing the collected data. Future research related to data 

collected in the supply chain should suggest ways to efficiently 

preprocess the provided data in order to increase prediction 

accuracy when the same machine learning algorithm is applied. 

In addition, in order to overcome the limitation that this study 

used only theoretical customer demand data in experiments, it is 

necessary to check the results by applying it to manufacturing 

sites both with and without knowing the source of the data 

generated in the supply chain. 
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